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Abstract. The lattice dynamics of zinc-blende GaN and AlN were studied theoretically using
a two-parameter Keating potential together with the long-range Coulomb interactions. Phonon
frequencies transformed from those of the wurtzite counterparts were used to determine the
two Keating parameters and the effective charge. We present for the first time the phonon
dispersion curves for zinc-blende GaN and AlN. An interesting feature was found for the phonons
propagating along the [110] direction, which does not exist in other III–V semiconductors.

1. Introduction

Gallium nitride (GaN) and aluminium nitride (AlN) are two of the most promising
III–V semiconductors for short-wavelength optoelectronic devices. They have received
considerable research interest [1]. In the past several years, much notable progress has
been made with III–V nitrides. Recently, an efficient blue-light-emitting diode has been
achieved using Si-doped GaN [2]. At present, semiconductor optical devices routinely
operate from the IR to green wavelengths. If the range could be extended into the blue
wavelengths, the three primary colour semiconductor diodes could be obtained, which would
have a great impact on imaging and graphics applications. Like most other wide band-gap
semiconductors, the nitrides exhibit superior radiation hardness compared with GaAs and
Si, which also makes them attractive for space applications. Under ambient conditions, GaN
and AlN have the hexagonal wurtzite structure. Although GaN and AlN are well-known
to be highly stable in the wurtzite structures, zinc-blende GaN has been experimentally
observed [3]: it is expected that zinc-blende GaN is more amenable to doping than wurtzite
GaN, since all of the III–V semiconductors that can be efficiently doped (n-type or p-type)
are cubic. Therefore, it is meaningful to characterize both experimentally and theoretically
the physical properties of zinc-blende III–V nitrides.

There have been many theoretical studies on the electronic properties of both wurtzite
and zinc-blende GaN and AlN [1]. Raman spectroscopy, which detects phonon frequencies
near the zone centre, has been adopted to study the vibrational properties of wurtzite GaN
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and AlN [11]. To our knowledge, no experimental phonon dispersion
curves for GaN and AlN have been reported so far due to the difficulty in obtaining high-
quality samples. On the theoretical side, only the TO phonon frequencies at the zone centre
for zinc-blende GaN and AlN were obtained by a first-principles pseudopotential calculation
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[12] and by a full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital method [13]. In the present work, we
try to give the phonon dispersion curves for zinc-blende GaN and AlN theoretically.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the model used and calculation method
are briefly described. Section 3 gives the calculated results and some discussions.

Figure 1. Phonon dispersion relations of the zinc-blende structure for phonon propagating along
the 0–L ([111]) direction and of the wurtzite structure for phonons propagating along the0–A
([0001]) direction.

2. Theoretical models

A two-parameter Keating potential [14] and the long-range Coulomb interaction between
ions were considered in the present work. The short-range Keating potential involves the
bonding-stretching and bond-bending interactions. The bonding-stretching term is a two-
body interaction given by
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and the bond-bending term is a three-body interaction
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where a is the lattice constant andr0 the equilibrium bond length;s ′ and s ′′ are the
neighbouring atoms bonding to the atoms and Rss ′ = Rs − Rs ′ stands for the relative
position vector between two atoms which form a bond. The parametersα andβ describe
the bond-stretching and bond-bending interactions, respectively. This model has been widely
used to study elastic [14, 15] and structural [16, 17, 18] properties of covalent crystals. It
also has been successfully used to describe the lattice dynamics of semiconductors [19] and
semiconductor superlattices [20, 21, 22].
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The long-range interaction is assumed to have the Coulomb form

ZiZje
2

Rij

(3)

whereRij is the distance between the atomsi and j and Zi, Zj = ±Zeff with Zeff being
the effective charge. Hence, there are three parameters involved in the present model: two
Keating parametersα andβ, and the effective chargeZeff.

Table 1. Corresponding phonon modes in the wurtzite and zinc-blende structures and the
experimental data.

Wurtzite mode Zinc-blende mode GaNa AlN b

(cm−1) (cm−1)

E
(1)
2 TA(L) 144 252

E
(2)
2 TO(L) 569 660

1
3[A1(TO)+2E1(TO)] TO(0) 552 653
1
3[A1(LO)+2E1(LO)] LO(0) 740 908

a Reference [10].
b Results of McNeil given in [11].

3. Results and discussions

The close relations between zinc-blende and wurtzite structures have long been recognized.
The difference in the neighbouring atoms begins only in the third shell. Zinc-blende crystals
are cubic with two atoms per unit cell, whereas wurtzite crystals are hexagonal with four
atoms per unit cell. Therefore, the Brillouin zone of zinc-blende along the [111] direction
is twice as large as that of the wurtzite along the [0001] direction. Hence, one could derive
the phonon dispersions for the wurtzite structures by simply folding the ones for the zinc-
blende structures [23] as shown in figure 1. The two non-polar modesE2 in the wurtzite
structure correspond to the TO(L) and TA(L) modes in the zinc-blende structure and the
two non-polarB1 modes in the wurtzite correspond to the LO(L) and LA(L) modes in
the zinc-blende. Owing to the macroscopic electric field induced by LO phonons the LO
modes at the zone centre in zinc-blende split intoA1(LO) andE1(LO) modes in the wurtzite
structure and the same is true for TO modes. Therefore, the following correspondence is
assumed accordingly

LO(0) ↼↽→ 1
3 [A1(LO) + 2E1(LO)] (4)

TO(0) ↼↽→ 1
3 [A1(TO) + 2E1(TO)] (5)

where the left-hand side represents for the zinc-blende modes and the right-hand side
represents the wurtzite modes.

There are no experimental phonon frequencies available so far for zinc-blende GaN and
AlN. One could, however, use the folding procedure described above to obtain the data for
the zinc-blende GaN and AlN. Table 1 shows the experimental data for wurtzite GaN and
AlN and transformed data for zinc-blende structures.

The effective charge parameterZeff can be determined so as to reproduce the
experimental splitting of the LO and TO phonon frequencies at the zone centre

Z2
eff = (ω2

LO − ω2
TO)Mr�

4πe2
(6)
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where� is the unit cell volume andMr the reduced mass of the cation and anion atoms.
The bond-stretching and bond-bending parametersα andβ were obtained by fitting them

to the values listed in table 1. The resulting Keating parametersα, β, and the effective
chargeZeff together with other data used in our calculations are given in table 2. It is
found that the effective charge parameterZeff for both nitrides is much larger than that for
arsenides and antimonides, which indicates the stronger ionic character of GaN and AlN.

Table 2. Parameters used for the calculations of phonon dispersions. The masses of cations and
anions are denoted bymc andma , respectively.α andβ are the Keating parameters.Zeff is the
effective charge parameter anda is the lattice constant.

mc ma α β Zeff a

(Nm−1) (Nm−1) (Å)

GaN 69.72 14.01 66.48 1.59 1.147 4.5a

AlN 26.98 14.01 75.15 3.72 1.269 4.421b

a Data for epitaxially grown cubic GaN [24].
b Reference [12].

Table 3. The calculated phonon frequencies at the high-symmetry points in units of cm−1. The
values in parentheses are the transformed data listed in table 1.

TA LA TO LO

GaN 0 562(552) 748 (740)
X 207 286 558 639
L 140 (144) 296 554 (569) 675

AlN 0 670 (653) 920 (908)
X 368 505 614 701
L 244 (252) 501 638 (660) 761

With the obtained parameters one can construct the dynamical matrix. By solving the
secular equation about the dynamical matrix the eigenfrequencies can be obtained. The
contribution of the long-range Coulomb interaction to the force constants was calculated
exactly by using the conventional Ewald method [25]. The calculated phonon frequencies
at the high-symmetry points are given in table 3. It can be seen that the calculated results
are in good agreement with the transformed experimental data. The calculated TO phonon
frequency for zinc-blende GaN at the zone centre is 603 cm−1 by the full-potential linear
muffin-tin orbital method [13] and 558 cm−1 by the ab initio pseudopotential calculations
[12]. Our results agree well with those of theab initio pseudopotential calculations. For
zinc-blende AlN the calculated TO phonon frequency at the zone centre is 648 cm−1 by the
ab initio pseudopotential calculations, which is in reasonable agreement with our results.

Figures 2 and 3 show the calculated phonon dispersion curves for zinc-blende GaN
and AlN along the [100], [110] and [111] directions. It can be seen from the figures that
the TO mode in GaN is rather flat throughout the Brillouin zone. For phonons propagating
along the [110] direction there is an interesting feature: the anti-crossing of two acoustic61

branches. Because the two61 modes belong to the same representation, strong intermixing
occurs when they approach in the vicinity of the K point. As a result, they do not really
cross. By a careful analysis, it is found that this feature is related to the relatively large
effective charge of GaN and AlN under the present parametrization. It is quite obvious for
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Figure 2. Calculated phonon dispersion curves (solid lines) for zinc-blende GaN. The
transformed experimental data are marked by solid squares.

Figure 3. Calculated phonon dispersion curves (solid lines) for zinc-blende AlN. The
transformed experimental data are marked by solid squares.

GaN. For AlN the two61 branches do not really cross although it is hard to see from the
figure. This feature occurs neither in Si, Ge, nor in other III–V semiconductors owing to
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the fact that the two61 branches are separated in the vicinity of the K point. However, in
some semiconductors like SiC, there is also some small intermixing of the two acoustic61

branches in the vicinity of the K point owing to the fact that the two branches are rather
close [26]. As a result, the61 branch with higher frequency exhibits a shoulder feature in
the vicinity of the K point.

In conclusion, the phonon dispersion curves of zinc-blende GaN and AlN were studied
by using the Keating potential for short-range interactions and the Coulomb potential for
long-range interactions. Although there are no experimental Raman data available for zinc-
blende nitrides, one could obtain them by a simple folding procedure of the data for wurtzite
structures. The calculated results are in good agreement with the transformed data. An
interesting feature, which does not exist in other III–V and IV semiconductors, was found
for phonons propagating along the [110] direction.
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